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Abstract 
This paper explores the relationship between the labour market and the spatial organisation of urban areas. A 'dis-
integration thesis' is introduced which argues that the separation of social groups by residence reflects the occupational 
divisions in the local labour force. The redistribution of paid work which accompanies structural change in the labour 
market is therefore expected to be reflected in changes to the spatial organisation of employment. Primary mechanisms 
are the decentralisation of employment opportunities from the city centre, reductions in the length of the journey to work 
and the closer geographic clustering of home and work. The argument is illustrated with data from the Wellington 
regwn. 
Urban areas are simply ways of spatiaJJy organising labour 
markets. As such they are geographic reflections of the 
institutions which allow capital and labour to generate 
labour contracts. It follows that as the labour market 
changes so too will the human geography of the city. 
Behind this simple idea there is of course a complex array 
of contextual and intermediate phenomena which can blur 
the connections between the labour market as an institu-
tion and the urban area in its physical and functional form. 
Much of this detail must be passed over in order to focus 
on the main argument 
We begin with the working proposition that the (residen-
tial) geography of socio-economic groups is a spatial 
reflection of three factors: the local division of labour, the 
location of industry and the geography of the housing 
market. We take it as a logical consequence that changes 
in the organisation and allocation of work operate through 
the industrial, office, land and housing markets to affect 
change in the spatial organisation of labour market. By 
extension. new divisions within the workplace that 
accompany structural change get translated into employ-
ment, residential and journey to work patterns. 
While this paper is limited to establishing the points of 
connection between the local labour market and the social 
geography of the city, the broader aim is to raise questions 
about the urban labour implications of structural change, 
that is how changes in the mix of industries and occupa-
tions in a city influence the spatial organisation of social 
classes and the spatial distribution of real income. 
The relationship between the social geography of the city 
and the labour market remains remarkably undeveloped in 
writing both on the city and the labour market. Dahms, 
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writing on Auckland 25 years ago, noted how the 'classical' 
models virtually ignored the effect of workplace-residence 
linkages upon the form of the city (Dahms, 1971: 130). 
More recently Harvey tried to force a debate over the 
connections. Instead of regarding residential differentia-
tion as the passive product of a preference system based on 
social relationships, he argued that we have to see it as an 
integral mediating influence in the process whereby class 
relationships and social differentiation are produced and 
sustained. He goes on to make the point that residential 
groupings which reproduce labour power to meet the 
needs of an existing division of labour may also form a 
distinctive grouping from the standpoint of consumption 
and that such a coalescence gives residential areas their 
homogeneous character (Harvey, 1985: 124). Contem-
porary developments of this argument are long overdue:-
The paper is in four sections. The frrst advances the 'dis-
integration of the city' thesis. This is followed by a brief 
summary of previous work on the residential separation of 
occupational groups and a presentation of the Wellington 
evidence. In the third section similar evidence is sought for 
occupational segregation by workplace. Attention turns in 
the fourth section to the way in which the geography of the 
labour and housing markets is linked through the journey 
to work matrix. Then we briefly refer to the possible 
impacts of structural change. 
The disintegration of the city 
As we move towards the end of this century there is 
increasing concern that societies, rather than becoming 
more cohesive, are in fact fragmenting and segmenting 
along a number of dimensions. The discussion goes under 
various terms: social polarisation (e.g. Pinch, 1993; 
Hamnett, 1994). uneven development (e.g. Stubbs and 
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Bamett. 1992), marginalisation (e.g. Winchester and White, 
1988), fragmentation (Thorns, 1992) and quartered cities 
(Marcuse, 1989) to name five. Increasingly these trends 
are being linked to the redesign of the welfare state and 
associated privatisation (LeGrand and Robinson, 1984). 
This link is now apparent in a number of areas in New 
Zealand including health (Barnett, 1987, 1993 ), educa-
tion (Lauderetal, 1994 ), housing (Morrison,1995)and 
of course the labour market (see for example the papers by 
Dixon, Easton, Manuka and Jackson in this volume). 
The post war period saw an accelerated suburbanisation of 
the population in New Zealand cities. Increasing afflu-
ence and the rapidly expanding supply of new land which 
the motor car and highway building allowed increased the 
scope for the further physical separation of social classes 
by residential location within the urban area. This process 
of housing market segmentation and the spatial separation 
that accompanied it has been fueled by the transfonnation 
in the nature and organisation of paid work itself. It has also 
been encouraged by the marked decentralisation of em-
ployment which began well before the second world war 
and accelerated in the post war period. As pressures on 
labour costs and land rents rose with the expansion of the 
central city it became a rational strategy for many enter-
prises to relocate close to the growing labour pools in the 
suburbs. This was facilitated by new organisational forms 
and technological developments which allowed the physi-
cal separation of functions within the finn (see Stanback, 
1991 ). The net effect for many workers was to bring work 
closer to the residence. 
This paper argues that one of the net effects of 
suburbanisation of employment has been the creation of 
clusters of work-residence areas which are increasingly 
differentiated by occupation and its associated income, 
status and power differences. Socially and well as spa-
tially this process constitutes a gradual fragmentation or 
separation of economic and social groups within the city. 
The net result is a joint pattern of work and residential 
separation which, although continuing Jo involve mass 
population movements each day, is doing so within 
increasingly separated areas of the metropolis. It is this 
idea which forms the basis of the 'dis-integration thesis'. 
The result of this spatial disintegration is not any reduction 
in the economic interdependence and inter-industry inte-
gration of the city but rather a diminishing social integra-
tion oflabom which, when combined with the marginalising 
effects of the decline in the welfare state and privatisation, 
is leading to the creation of activity sub-centres in which 
particular work, family, income and life-style character-
istics are becoming increasingly separated from other sutr 
centres. The significance of these developments lie in the 
fact that increasingly more and more social support 
decisions are being left to these geographically defined 
'communities'. The increasing isolation implied in the 
increased social and spatial clustering increases rather 
than diminishes the likelihood that the relatively disadvan-
taged will be further marginalised by a disinterested afflu-
ent majority. 
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Residential separation by occupation 
The spatial separation of occupations has been one of the 
most enduring features of the urban labour market In early 
cities members of distinct occupations lived and worked 
in separate districts or quarters (e.g. V ance, 1971 ). The 
separation of w<X'k and residence which suburbanisatioo 
fostered did not do away with occupational separation at 
home or work. Those involved in assembly work,retamng 
sales and education for example continued to work at 
quite separate locations in the city as a result of specialisa-
tion of their industry • s land use. Separation of occupation 
by residence however reflected not the physical character 
of the work but the income, wealth and social status 
differences which the labour market accorded the different 
occupations. 
The persistence of residential segregation by occupation 
has been demonstrated in several previous studies of the 
city (Schnore, 1965; Duncan and Duncan, 1955; 
Wheeler,l968). Such evidence does not appear to have 
been assembled for the New Zealand city with the inter-
esting exceptions of Jones (1972) and Dahms ( 1973). This 
lack of commentary is surprising given the fact that the 
relationship between occupation and residence in contem-
porary New Zealand is remarkably systematic. 2 
The degree to which occupations separate into distinct 
residential locations is apparent from the ~atteiUlQt 
matrix or SPLOM, in figure 1. Together with the 
accompanying correlation coefficients the scatters show 
how the skill proximity of adjacent major occupations are 
mirrored residentially.3 The scatters are linear, positive 
and reasonably strong immooiately off the diagonal. The 
further the eye moves away from the diagonal, the weaker 
(more scattered) and the more non-linear the relationships 
become. Then, as one confronts the interactions of in-
creasingly different occupations, so the non-linearity re-
duces and in the far corners of the SPLOM the scatters 
themselves become negative. These data confinn the 
common observation that people in like occupations live in 
proximity and those who are different live apart; the 
greater the skill difference between any two occupational 
groups (and hence their education and training) the greater 
their degree of residential separation. 
This generalisation about occupational separation does 
not deny the presence of mixing of course. High levels of 
avoidence by residence tends to be limited to the extremes 
of the occupational distribution: Admin/managers vs El-
ementary occupations for example . The desire for resi-
dential proximity with others of similar occupational sta-
tus produces clearer patterns of spatial association than 
does the desire for avoidence: the correlation coefficients 
get systematically weaker as more 'distant' occupations 
are compared.4 
Spatial separation of occupations at work 
The next question om disintegration thesis leads us to ask 
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Figure 1. The spatial correlation of eight major occupational groups in the Wellington 
urban area, 1991. A scatterplot matrix (SPLOM) 
es.aaae 
Pearson Correlation Coefficients 
Admin Prof T~ch 
Admin -
Prof .869 
r ech .876 .917 
Clerical .675 .595 .797 
Service .57 1 .523 .736 
Trades .370 . 169 .447 
Mach Ops -.087 -.159 .054 
El em. -.027 -.037 .157 
Source: Statistics New Zealand. SUPERMAP2 
is whether the level and direction of separation we see in 
the residential consumption patterns of different occupa-
tions is also reflected in the spatial patterns of work. There 
is considerably less examination of this issue. Analysis of 
the relationship between occupational stratification and 
residential distribution by the Duncans in Chicago for 
example used occupation as a measure of socio-economic 
status but there was no suggestion that the spatial structure 
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••aTiea• 
.~. ....... a. 
C letical Service Trades Mac h 
Ops 
.87-8 
.792 .764 
.474 .543 .73<-J 
.512 .637 .6Y5 .<.J'}.7 
of jobs in Chicago in the 19 50s might be separated nor that 
they might be related to the residential distribution of 
occupational groups (Duncan and Duncan, 1955). 
Neither was the link considered by Wheeler in his study of 
Pittsburgh (Wheeler, 1968). The hypothesis Wheeler 
posits is essentially the same as the Duncans, namely that, 
"groups with similar occupational status will have similar 
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patterns of residential location., and his findings are 
similar(lbid: 311). However, Wbeelerdoes addone idea 
that foreshadows ours, namely ~"occupational status 
levels should have relatively distinct residential locations, 
which in turn will be associated with a pattern of employ-
ment location" (Ibid: 312). 
Wheeler did not actually pursue this last point in his paper 
and no subsequent srudies appear to explore the connec-
tion between increasing spatial divisions of labour within 
cities and their pattern of residential separation. The 
question has been anticipated however from both the 
labour demand and supply sides in connection with the 
decentralisation of jobs. 
The decentralisation of manufacturing, retaj)jng and of-
fices had been going on for considerable time as Michelle 
White's summary of the declining density gradients for 
United States cities shows, Table 1. Muller noted how this 
decentralisation of employment challenged the stereotypi-
cal view of the residential suburb. 
Because of growing suburban dominance in American 
metropolitan employment activity the lingering view 
of a dominant central city with dependent suburbs must 
be discarded. With a majority of metropolitan resi-
dents now working in the outer city. the notion of 
'bedroom suburbia' has become obsolete. Journey to 
work patterns reflect this and have shifted decisively 
since 1960; for example in the 15 largest SMSAs the 
number of workers who both live and work in the 
suburbs has increased by at least three million (about 
50 percent) and the number of reverse commuters has 
doubled to just under ten percent of the total work trips 
in these regions (Muller, 1976: 32). 
Guest recognised even more explicitly the way much of 
'suburbia' had become a mix of workplaces and resi-
dences and that the two "are not very segregated from one 
another" (Guest, 1976: 63). But more importantly Guest 
went on to point out that, ' 'the overlap .in residential and 
workforce population in most suburban communities sug-
gests that many persons may live and work in the same 
community (Ibid, p66). Moreover, there is a high correla-
tion between most community workforce and residential 
characteristics (Ibid, p 7 1) suggesting that "many subur-
ban residents live their lives within geographically seg-
Table 1. Density gradients for a sample of eighteen 
United States metropolitan areas, 1948-1980 
19~19~19581~1~01~219TI19~ 
Population .58 
Manufacturing .68 
Retailing .88 
Services .97 
.47 .42 .38 29 
.55 .48 .42 
.75 .59 .44 
.81 .66 .53 
.24 
.34 .32 
.35 .30 
.41 .38 
Sources: MJ. White (1994:142) and citations 
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mented parts oft he metropolis., (lbid, p 79, my emphasis). 
More recently , O'Conner observed for Melbourne how, 
increasing numbers of workers have been able to pair 
a suburban job and a subwban house, so reducing the 
need to travel to the central region. It is this set of links 
that are now critical to the way Melbourne operates as 
they provide an alternative foci throughout the sub-
urbs. These work locations are reinforced by regional 
shopping centres and a wide range of services and 
activities that reduce the importance of the CBD and 
the central region in the daily life of the majority of 
Melbourne residents (O'Conner, 1994: 15).5 
Local evidence 
Decentralisation of jobs in Wellington has not proceeded 
rapidly nor to the extent apparent in large Australian and 
United States centres or even Auckland (see Dahms, 
1973). Partly as a result, the evidence for spatial separation 
of work sites by occupation in Wellington is is rather weak 
as is apparent from figure 2. This SPLOM is constructed 
by plotting the logarithm of the counts of each occupation 
at their work place. Even though we have (log) trans-
formed the distribution to give smaller work sites greater 
representation, the results show much closer spatial inte-
gration of occupations at the workplace than at their 
residence. 
On flfSt acquaintance the spatial separation of occupa-
tional groups at work has more to do with the evolving 
patterns of land use and hence the physical functioning of 
the city. However the organisation of work itself and who 
needs to work with whom in different settings is likely to 
have an increasing impact on the physical juxtaposition of 
workplaces not just in terms of horizontal space but 
vertical space as well. Only the former can be explored 
here. 
Figure 2 shows that the most marked spatial separation of 
workplaces occurs between Professionals and Machine 
Operators (Assembly and associated staff). This is mainly 
a reflection of the landuse requirements of an office vs 
factory based occupational group. The particular commu-
nicatiOn and market requirements of the Professionals 
encourage clustering within the central city itself com-
pared to the demand for flat sites and lower suburban 
rentals which have encouraged the decentralisation of 
industry and its workforce. 
The need for technical, clerical and service support staff in 
the operation of many professional practices ensures at 
least under present technology that staff will share com-
mon work locations (however see Holti and Stem, 1986 
and Ceramalus, 1994). The broad set of Administrative 
occupations also require a similar support staff but inter-
estingly not the physical proximity of the Professionals . 
Unfortunately space limitations of this volume do not 
allow us to show the associated maps which are easily 
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Figure 2. Scatterplot matrix showing the correlation between the workplace distribu-
tion of occupations in the Wellin2ton urban area, 1991 
........ 
cs.•••••s. 
Pearson Correlation Coefficients 
Logarithms Admin Prof Tech 
Admin 
Prof .790 
Tech .941 ~ .8 15 
Clerical .938 .800 .91 6 
Service .863 .768 .845 
Trades .908 .675 .862 
Mach O_Qs .801 .529 .723 
E1em. .801 .647 .827 
Source: Statistics New Zealand: SUPERMAP2 
produced from this data base. 
The evidence in figme 2 is suggestive. However the 
patterns invite considerably more sensitive research de-
signs than used here, particularly if one is to explore the 
changing pattern of face to face communication between 
occupational groups. What is clear in general if not 
specific terms however is that while there is a physical 
working proximity among most occupations some occu-
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••c •a. 
....... 
Clerical Service Trades Mach 
Ops 
.847 
.849 .772 
.744 .631 .873 
.831 .736 .869 .877 
pations are clearly more likely to be in daily face to face 
contact than others.6 
The third dimension in any exploration of the spatial 
patterns of residence and work among occupations is the 
nature of the correlation between the work and residence 
locations themselves. In particular what evidence is there 
for the existence of growing clusters of residence and work 
patterns which differ from one occupational group to 
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another? Addressing this question requires turning to the 
journey to work itself. 
Journey to work 
While systematic inquiry into urban travel to work patterns 
per se go back at least 40years, our present concern differ 
in a number of important respects. Most of the writing on 
travel to work after World War Two focussed on the 
dysfunctional, notably on the lengthening of the journey 
to work and their effect on separated family members (e.g. 
Carron, 1952; Schnore, 1965; McGee, 1969 esp. p153) 
and the wider costs to the community through congestion 
and road expenditme (see Evans, 1985). These discus-
sions were held under the shadow of potentially ever 
lengthening journeys. It would have surprised such re-
searchers to learn that journey to work times would remain 
fairly constant for over forty years largely as a result of the 
decentralisation of employment and the increased speed of 
travel due to the greater access to cars and the associated 
decline in the use of much slower public transport (Newman 
and Kenworthy, 1989; Gordon, Kumar and Richardson, 
1989). 7 
In exploring the implications of decentralisation of em-
ployment sites two concepts are useful - the labour shed 
and the employment field (V ance, 1960). The labour shed 
is the geographical catchment area from which any given 
plant or offices draws its labour and the employment field 
describes the set of job locations open to those residing in 
a given area unit Just as one can compare the character-
istics of labour sheds, so one can compare employment 
fields: their range, concentration and distance. 
Properties of the journey to work 
The basic properties of labour sheds were explored quite 
early on by Carroll ( 1952) who found considerable support 
for a gradient pattern of worker residences by distance 
from the worlcplace and that the fundamental principal of 
least effort. Support for living close to one's work was 
found by Schnore in his study of six industrial plants in 
Hint Michigan (Schnore. 1965: 333ft). The tendency for 
the worlcplace to draw a decreasing proportion of its 
work:force from distances fw"ther away is now firmly 
established and contemporary graphs of these positively 
skewed distance to work distributions may be found in 
Wachs et al ( 1993). The majority of commuters travel only 
short distances with 5-7 kilometres being the median in a 
wide variety of cities in the United States, Australia and 
New Zealand 
Although the general shape of the distance to work 
distribution is well established their parameters are known 
to vary considerably by worker type, size of urban area and 
a variety of other factors. Schnore was able show that 
labour sheds were far from exclusive and that, "each plant 
draws workers from each of the five distance zones in 
accordance with the number of persons it employs" 
(Schnore 1965: 334). The measure used was the ratio of 
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workers in that plant to the resident population. Scbnore 
also noted a tendency for newer and more rapidly expand-
ing industrial installations to draw workers from a wider 
area (also see Liepmann, 1944). A similar relationship 
between new establishments and longer distance commut-
ers was also identified by Wachs et al (1993). 
Rees and Schultz (1970) show however that such employ-
ees have to be attracted from further away by higher 
wages. In 10 of the 12 occupations studied by Rees and 
Schultz wages were positively related to the log distance 
of the commute suggesting that costs of commuting are a 
nonlinear function of distance (Rees and Shultz, 1970: 
173; also see Goldner, 1955). Typically it is the higher 
paid on the site who travel the longer distances. 
That shorter distances are travelled by lower paid, elemen-
tary workers is also well documented (see Duncan and 
Duncan, 1957). However there is an important distinction 
between distance and time. The same authors found for 
example that, "inspite of the fact that physical separation 
of residents and workplaces varied directly with the occu-
pation of the workers, there was very little difference 
between high and low status workers in the time expended 
on the journey to work (Duncan 1956:57 as cited in Dahms 
1971:132).8 
An important feature of these occupational differences is 
their correlation with gender. Rees and Shultz observed 
a tendency for women to travel shorter distances to wOik 
and this has been a subject of considerable study in recent 
years (see for example Blumen and Kellerrnan, 1990 and 
Hanson and Pratt, 1991). The close association between 
gender and occupation renders this gender bias of some 
significance partly because it forces us to recognise the 
constraints which household structures. life cycle stage 
and domestic relationships impose on the properties of 
labour sheds and employment fields (see J ohnston-
Anumonwo, 1992). 
The journey to work matrix 
Early empirical investigations of the journey to work 
viewed the task primarily as defming boundaries of 
commuting areas and delimiting local labour markets (see 
Berrf and Horton, 1970; Smart. 1974; Dahms. 1973). 
While this cartographic approach is necessary in defining 
the extent of urban labour markets. it is not the most helpful 
way of thinking thinking through issues in the disintegra-
tion thesis. For this task the jowney to work matrix itself 
offers greater insight. The q uinq uenn iaJ population census 
asks the gainfully employed to give the name and location 
of their employer which is then paired with their place of 
usual residence and this is sufficient information for the 
generation of the journey to work matrix. 
The journey to work matrix is an i x j table whose cells 
contain counts of the number of gainfully employed who 
commute from their place of residence i to their place of 
work j , hence Eij. In order to construct such a matrix the 
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f Figure 3. The distribution of the gainfully employed (15+ years by place of work and place of residence. Wellington 
~ urban area, 1991 i (Area units identified in appendix 1) · l -~ 
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Figure 4. The journey to work matrix showing the location of the major 
employment centres. Wellington urban area, 1991 
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urban area is partitioned into i-j= n mutually exclusive 
area units. The table is pemlUted so the mter of the places 
of residence (the rows) is the same as the order of the 
places of work (the columns). The sum over all areas of 
residence and areas of work ll Eij, is the number of 
gainfully employed in the urban labour market (or at least 
of those who report both place of residence and work). 
The journey to work matrix can be complicated when first 
encountered and one way of preparing f<r its detail is to 
examine the maps of the row and column totals. Figure 
3 shows the two maps for the Wellington urban area, the 
distribution of the gainfully employed by workplace (col-
umn totals) and by usual residence (row totals). 
A comparison of these two maps confirms that employ-
ment is much more concentrated spatially than residence 
even when the log of employment is used. The four main 
employment centres of employment stand out quite clearly 
as central Wellington to the south, Porirua to the north-
eas~ Lower Hutt to the southeast and Upper Hutt to the 
northeast . (A guide to the area units is given in appendix 
1). 
These two maps are only an introduction however. What 
they do not show are the labour sheds of the various 
employment centres <r the employment fields of those 
living in different parts of the region. Such information 
can only come from the matrix itself. At the same time it 
is not necessary to see the actual numbers of commuters 
in order to see the overall pattern. In fact in the heavily 
reduced version the matrix shown in figure 4 highlights 
more clearly the areal structure of the travel to work pattern 
within the Wellington urban area. 
The term commuting is used loosely here to refer to all 
spatial connections between work and home, even those 
which only involve those working at home (see Loveridge, 
1993). The reason is that the counts along the main 
diagonal combine those working at home with those com-
muting to work within the area unit in which they live. to 
One of the features of the Wellington case which emerges 
quite clearly from figure 4 is the highly localised nature of 
commuting. A substantial amount of commuting occurs 
between neighbouring area units. In none of the zones for 
example do more than 30 percent of the workers commute 
from outside their work zone; table 2 panel A. In this sense 
the employers face relatively self contained labour mar-
kets, particularly those in Upper Hutt which is the most 
distant from Wellington City . 11 
The relative self containment of the work places in the 
Wellington region does not mean that all those wanting 
jobs can obtain them locally of course for the number of 
jobs available differs markedly between the zones. Some 
areas are job rich, others are job-poor (Wachs et al, 1993: 
1711). While job rich Wellington residents are fortunate 
in that over ninety percent of work is available within the 
zone in which they live (table 2, panel B), this is far from 
the case for job poor Porirua where 46.4 percent of 
residents have to commute to another zone to work. Lower 
Hutt is more self contained at 65.1 percent but Upper Hutt 
houses more than double the workers it provides work for 
(51.5% ). Although not documented here it is likely that, 
as in Melbourne there has been a steady rise in self 
containment, as local jobs have been filled by new local 
residents in expanding suburban areas (O 'Conner, 
1994:11). 12 
Table 2. The residential and work place distributions of the employed by zone in the 
Wellington Urban Area, 1991 
A. The percentage residential distribution of the employed in zones 
' 
Residence Workplace 
UpperHutt LowerHutt Porirua Wellington Total 
Upper Hutt Zone 82.3 10.6 
-
1.9 3.8 10.5 
Lower Hutt Zone 12.6 72.9 4.6 13.5 27.2 
Porirua Zone 1.6 3.8 72.1 8.3 11.5 
Wellington Zone 3.5 12.7 21.4 74.4 50.8 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 
B. The percentage residential distribution of the employed in zones 
Residence Workplace 
UpperHutt Lower Hutt Porirua Wellington Total 
Upper Hutt Zone 51.5 24.7 1.3 22.5 100 
Lower Hutt Zone 3.0 65.1 1.3 30.7 100 
Porirua Zone 0.9 7.9 46.4 44.7 100 
Wellington Zone 0.5 6.1 3.1 90.4 100 
Total 6.5 24.3 7.4 61.8 100 
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One of the arguments within the disintegration thesis 
advanced above was that not only were occupational 
groups separated residentially and some by the worlc place 
as well but that distinc~ short journeys to worlc were also 
developing particularly in occupations that were being 
decentralised. The remaining step in this preliminary 
analysis is therefore to examine the work and residence 
location of one of the affected occupational groups, plant 
and machinery operators. 
Figure 5. The distribution of full time plant 
and machine operators in the Wellington 
urban area by workplace and residence, 
1991 
Work place 
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Operators' work and residence 
Figure 5 shows the workplace and residence locations of 
the fulltime employed plant and machine operators in the 
three main centres of such employment -Po~ Lower 
Hutt (Gracefield) and the central city. It is clear from these 
maps that plant and machinery operators reside quite 
closely to their major employment centres. 13 
Figure 6. The distribution of part-time 
plant and machine operators in the 
Wellington urban area by workplace 
and residence, 1991 
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A smaller propcltion of machine operators are part-time 
workers and it appears from tbe maps in figure 6 that both 
their wortplaces and residences are considerably more 
dispt2sed.afeature which corresponds withLoewenstain' s 
observation about the wider catchment of marginal work-
ers (1965). Part-time workers are likely to be secondary 
workers within the household and as such exercise less 
sway in residential location than their fulltime counter-
parts. 
Exploring this last point a little further, a breakdown the 
map of full time workers by gender reveals subtle shifts in 
the pattern of commuting. Different industries and plant 
within this occupational category employ different types 
of plant and machine operators depending on whether they 
are male or female and the two maps in figure 7 reflect 
these differences. 
The conclusion we draw from the evidence of this particu-
lar occupational group at least is that not only are the 
Figure 7. Tbe distribution of fuUtime male and female plant and machine operators in 
tbe Wellington urban area by workplace and residence, 1991 
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places of work clustered and distinct geographically, but 
so too are their proximate places of residence. It follows 
that commuting patterns too would be distinct. What is 
also apparent however is that contractual attachment to the 
place of work (as in fulltime vs part-time) and gender 
divisions of labour within the main industries of these 
occupations also have an impact on the way in which the 
labour market for such tasks are spatiaJiy organised. 
In sho~ the evidence presented is consistent with the 
disintegration thesis although for one occupational group 
only. What makes this occupational group particularly 
relevant however is their vulnerability to the restructuring 
of the manufacturing industry and the way in which job 
losses in factories left many such workers in job deficient 
areas. Although lowering commuting and housing costs 
historically, decentralisation had the effect of rendering 
urban factory workers in particular that much more vulner-
able to structural change. This vulnerability operated not 
only through their income but also their housing assets 
whose value was depreciated because of the economic 
shadow that declining of employment cast over the labour 
catchments of manufacturing sites in the 1980s and early 
1990s. 
Conclusion 
There are three dimensions to the work -residence relation-
ship. The first is the presence of occupational separation 
both by residence and in some occupations at least by 
workplace. The second is the distance decay property of 
labour catchments whose parameters are quite sensitive to 
gender, whether part or full time work is involved and to 
income. The third strand is the physical siting of 
employment in relation to residence, the resultant journey 
to work and the way in which this reduces or exacerbates 
the segregative properties implied by the first two dimen-
stons. 
It has been my argument that these three strands are worth 
exploring both individually and collectively in order to 
empirically test the disintegration thesis. The evidence 
presented here is no more than exploratory of course. All 
we can say at this stage in the research is that the experience 
of plant and assembly workers in the Wellington region is 
worth exploring further to see if their experience over time 
is consistent with the thesis and increasing spatial cluster-
ing of jobs and residence 
The empirical beginnings offered in this paper rely on the 
Census ofPopulation and Dwellings and there is consider-
able scope for using these data over time to explore the 
disintegration thesis in a variety of settings. One of the 
advantages is that the analysis is replicable via the census 
for other New Zealand (and Australian) cities. One of the 
challenges now is to develop a test of the suggested link 
between structural change (the shift in the mix of industries 
and occupations within them) and the (further) dis-
integration of the city as a social unit. 
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Suffice it at this stage to state my own expectation which 
is that structural change will bring about further separa-
tion of occupational based socio-economic divisions both 
at home and at work and that this can be expected in several 
cases to be reinforced by increasingly separate jomneys 
to work. Lying behind this concern over the link between 
the geography of the mban labour market, structural change 
and disintegration is the growing link between 'interna-
tionalisation and restructuring' (see Clark and Knipers-
Lind, 1994). Out of this last linkage in particular should 
come clues as to the next likely stage in the development 
of our mban areas as expressions of the organisation of 
local labour markets tied as they are to trends in the global 
organisation of capital. 
Future research 
While an argument has been advanced in this paper, the 
necessary empirical work has been limited to a quite 
preliminary exploration of the geography of residence and 
work in one city, and while some provocative patterns 
were identified the more detailed investigation was con-
fined to plant and machinery operators and even then 
work -residence connections were imputed from their loca-
tions rather than demonstrated via a journey to work matrix 
specific to their occupation. 
If the disintegration thesis is to be explored more fully then 
the journey to work matrix will have to be dissaggregated 
by occupation. This would be valuable exercise but the 
special runs by Statistics New Zealand would require 
funding. But that alone would not provide an adequate 
data base to test the thesis. Any adequate test of the 
relationship between structural change and the new occu-
pational classification that was introduced in 1991 must 
await comparison with the 1996 census. Such data would 
allow the direction of spatial clustering implicit in the dis-
integration thesis to be tested explicitly. Then of course 
we would want to move beyond the single city study to 
look at evidence foc the same processes operating in 
Auckland and Christchurch at least Comparisons with 
well documented patterns overseas could then begin which 
should enrich our understanding of the processes which 
link structural change to the geographical properties of the 
urban labour market. 
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Notes 
1 This paper forms part of a wider FRST funded project 
examining the employment consequences of structural 
change. It extends the author' s earlier work on the differ-
ential impact of structural change in the 1970s and 1980s 
on the four main metropolitan labour markets (see Morrisoo. 
1989). 
2 The New Zealand Standard Classification of Occupa-
tions was revised in 1990. It now lists 10 major occupa-
tional groups which are defined in tenns of skill require-
ment rather than type of work performed as with previous 
censuses. This means that occupation is more closely 
aligned with education differences. income and social 
prestige. 
3 Counts in each area unit are downloaded from 
SUPERMAP2 via EXCEL output from which is then 
which is imported by the statistical package SYST AT. F<r 
details of SYST AT see L. Wilkinson. M Hill and E.V ang 
(1992). 
4 A logical extension of this analysis would be to examine 
the extent to which we are conflating occupations with 
different gender mixes. However this was not the case. 
Preliminary ~xploration suggests that splitting the popula-
tion by gender actually weakens the quantitative picture of 
occupational segregation by residence. 
5 There was also at this time a recognition that certain parts 
of a population were being disadvantages by these shifts. 
John Kain and Meyer for example noted how the central 
city poor are disadvantaged in gaining access to jobs which 
are increasingly subwban jobs initially because of reliance 
on public transport. and then, if a car is purchased by 
longer commuting distances (Kain and Meyer, 1976). The 
same lack of accessibility to clerical and manufacturing 
jobs for those dependent on public transit was documented 
by Davies and Albaum, (1972). 
6 In their discussion of restructuring of local US econo-
mies Clark and Kuipers-Linde refer to both residents and 
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employers having great degree oflocational flexibility and 
development of a less hierarchical and more localistic 
conception of space (1994: 467). This greater flexibility 
in turn provides an opportunity for local industry to re-
structure its operations. What results is a movement of 
jobs within the urban ~ from one set of residents to 
another. The scale is different but there are interesting 
parallels here between this intra-metropolitan process and 
the concerns of those who write on global cities, those 
whose economic base has also been altered by the chang-
ing international division of labour (see Feinstein et, al 
1992 and Sasson, 1991). 
7 This does not always mean a reduction in costs of travel 
and recent attention is being paid to the most efficient way 
of spatially arranging places of work and residence (see 
Gniliano and Small, 1993). In 1984 for example, Los 
Angeles drivers spent an average of 215,000 hours a day 
stuck in traffic (Wachs et al, 1993: 1713). 
8 Schnore goes on to demonstrate a relationship between 
workshift and distance travelled to work. Those with least 
accumulated seniority were most often assigned the after-
noon and evening shifts and these workers travelled longer 
distances. This lead Schnore to observe how the marginal 
labour force may also be physically marginal to a given 
industrial community (Schnore 1965: 335-6). The need to 
also maintain other job connections such as part-time 
fanning while responding to the temporary demands of the 
volatile automobile industry were discussed as possible 
reasons for this. Ride sharing also increased as a way of 
minimizing the costs of those who were not demonstrating 
ihe least effort principle by residing close to the plant being 
studied. 
9 Not all the gainfully employed respondents have fixed 
workplaces (or usual residences for that matter) and those 
that do can fail to supply usable information. Australian 
and New Zealand coverage of the journeys to work are 
between 80 and 90 percent. 
10 The need to incorporate and assess the theoretical 
implications of the increasing number working at home 
(including teleworkers) into traditional residential loca-
tion models is discussed by Higano and Orishmo (1990). 
11 . The average (straight line) distance between any two 
areaunitsisonly about 7 kilometres. a figure which can be 
calculated directly via pythagoras from the centroidsofthe 
area units weighting each estimated dislanee by the number 
of commuters. 
12 Notwithstanding the fact that some areas in most metro-
politan centres will have experienced markedly different 
rates of growth in jobs and population and that while self 
containment will have increased in some, in others resi-
dents will find jobs per resident decreasing. 
13 As Gordon, Kumar and Richardson (1989: 150) have 
observed. clustered manufacturing activities in a decen-
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tralised employment centre provide a spatial structure 
condusive to residential site choices with shorter commut-
ing although, as Dahms has observed (1973:243) for 
Auckland and is true of Wellington too, many workers in 
the 1960s took advantage of generous government assist-
ance to build or rent accommodation in the post-war 
suburbs near to their place of employment Note inciden-
tally that we are assuming that workers live in proximate 
residential areas, e.g. that those working in Lower Hutt 
also live there. A journey to wttk matrix would have to be 
assembled for this occupationaly group to test tbat as-
sumption. 
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Appendix 1: Wellington Urban Area. Area Units, 1991 census 
1 Elsdon-Takapuwahla 35 Holbum 69 Haretaunga Parlc 103 Parkway 2 Cannons Creak Eest 36 Homedale Eat! 70 Menuka 104 Neanaa Wast 3 Waltanglrua 37 Khandallah Park 71 Rosen111th 105 Maupula 
4 : Cannons Creek North 38 Talta South 72 Haretaunga-SIIverstraam 106 Kllblrnla West 5 . Glendale 39 Wrlght Hill 73 Johnaonvllle North 107 Oriental Bay 6 ntahl Bay South 40 Wllford 74 Walwhatu South 1011 Clouston Park 7 Eastbourne 41 Belmont 75 Trentham North 109 Happy Valley·Owhlro Bey 8 Ascot Park 42 Johnston Hill 76 Moonshine 110 Epunl East 9 Porlrua East 43 Kelbum n Greenacrea 111 Pauatahanul 10 Arakure 44 Central Tawa 78 Vogellown 112 Totara Park 11 Maorlbank 45 Karorl Park 79 Nawlanda North 113 Brentwood 12 Talta North 46 Brooklyn 80 Kareka Bay.Woraar Bay 114 Maidstone 13· Oelaney 47 Normandple 81 Raroa 115 Adventure 
14 Karorl East 48 Wlllon-otarl 82 Aro Street-Nalrn Street 118 Emerald Hill 15 Hull Central 49 Kelson 83 Endeavour 117 Wallacevllle 16 Te Kalnge so Island Bay East 84 Mt Cook·Watteca Street 118 Berhempora 17 Boulcoii·Avalon 51 Nawtown West 85 Wobum North 119 TeMarua 18 Awarua 52 Mlramar South 86 Kingston 120 Taltvllla 19 Onepoto 53 Johnsonvllle South 87 Porlrua Central 121 Wobum South 20 Waterloo 54 Naenaa South 88 Ranul Heights 122 Mltchelllown 21 Churton Park ss Ferntea 89 Tawhal 123 Reaolullon 
22 Wadestown 56 Island Bay West 90 Newtowr;~ Eut 124 Upper Hull Central 
23 Cannons Creek South 57 Johnsonvll le Eeat 91 Elderelea 125 Allcetown 
24 Tawa South 58 Trantham South 92 Thomdon-nnakorl Road 126 Unden 
25 Tltehl Bay North 59 Mana-Cambome 93 Lambton 127 Gracafleld 26 Moera 60 Papakowhal 94 Korokoro 128 Adelaide 27 . Pine haven 61 Homedate West 95 Met rosa 129 Grenada 2~ Naenae North 62 Rangoon Heights 96 Ktlblrnle East 130 Akatarewa 29 " Hetaltal 63 North land 97 Ebdentown 131 Lya tl Bay 30 Esplanade 64 Epunf West 98 Newlends South . 132 Kalwharewhere 31 Maungarakl 65 Seatoun 99 Ngalo 133 Melting 32 Walwhetu North 66 Petone Central 100 Mt VIctoria West 134 Str.thmore Park 33 Discovery 67 Peremata-Postgate 101 Haywards·Manor Park 135 Willis St-Cambrtdge T errac 34 Mlramar North 68 Pukerua Bey 102 Pllmmerton 136 lnlet-Porlrua Harbour 
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